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 Well, 2018, things are looking 

 up. More homes are anticipated 

 to enter the market, prices are 

 relatively low, and consumer 

 confidence seems to be at a 

steady level. While the world seems to be growing 

increasingly chaotic, people may be able to escape 

the disarray in a new home. But as homeownership 

becomes accessible to a new generation, hesitations 

take form in fear of financing. There is a lot of 

information out there, but a lot of that information 

still seems complicated and inaccessible to potential 

home buyers. Here is the simple truth: it is possible. 
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We truly 
believe we have 
a duty to 
provide 5-star 
service not only 
to our clients, 
but to everyone 
we touch.

- Bryan David

““

message from our team leader



2 The market: what should I know?

What do I  need to know about 
the real estate market? 

But Gulf Coast-ers shouldn’t wait on their perfect home for forever. According to CoreLogic’s 

latest Home Price Index, home prices will rise approximately 5% over the next year. Not only 

home prices, but also mortgage interest rates are predicted to rise as well. The challenge is 

knowing what the market is like: buyers, sellers or neutral. If it’s a sellers market, you should 

prepare yourself to make several offers and negotiate for a home (which is why it’s so nice to a 

have a real estate agent behind you). With all of this in your tool belt purchasing a home is not 

only possible, it’s better to consider now.

But first, why buy at all? There are certainly arguments for renting – 

maintenance and convenience being the most obvious. Even in some 

areas, the cost of renting is more reasonable than the cost of purchasing a 

home. This is not true for the Mississippi Gulf Coast. In fact, according to 

a nationwide survey done by GoBankingRates.com, Mississippi renters are 

paying a median of $300 more than homeowners. That’s a total of $3,600 

a year. With the median listing price of $160,000, Mississippi renters can 

more easily transition to homeownership than previously thought. 
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W h at  a r e  s o m e  c o m m o n  m i s ta k e s 
I  c a n  av o i d ? 

• Avoiding looking through your 
finances and not checking your 
credit

• Thinking you need to save 20% 
down on a home - there are 0% 
down options

• Shopping for a home before getting 
help from a real estate agent

• Working with multiple agents, 
allowing them to disclose your 
information to sellers

W h at  i n f o r m at i o n  s h o u l d  y o u r  r e a lt o r  p r o v i d e  y o u ? 

With Rebecca Hilliard, Buyer’s Specialist

It’s critical that your realtor be direct and honest about so many 
aspects of purchasing a home: from negotiations to home 
inspections. Your realtor will want you to sign an agreement stating 
that you are working exclusively with them. It can scare a lot of 
buyers, but it’s actually in your best interest. The contract protects 
you and your sensitive information from being revealed to a seller. 

First-time homebuyers should also be aware that your realtor should not only tell a home’s current 
value, but also research the potential value of the area you are looking to buy in. You always want 
to keep the potential return investment in mind as well in case you need to sell your home one day. 
That’s another benefit of working with a realtor because they have access to property and area data 
that can help you make an educated decision about a property. 
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9 questions you should 
ask your potential  agent

1. Do you work with a team or 
do you work for yourself? 
2. Are you an agent full-time?
3. How many clients do you 
usually work with?
4. What neighborhoods/cities 
do you work in?
5. Are you part of a team?
6. Have you worked with first-
time homebuyers before? 
7. What’s your process like?
8. Do you have any 
references?
9. Do you have any questions 
for me?

You’ll want to be careful about choosing a real 
estate agent because you’ll be spending a lot 
of time with them while you tour homes and 
go through the purchasing process. You may 
be driving up and down the coast!

You also want to pick someone you’ll 
be comfortable talking to about more 
personal topics - like your finances. If you’re 
uncomfortable, it will be harder for your real 
estate agent to help pinpoint your needs. 

Sometimes you’re not just choosing one 
person, rather you’re selecting a team. There 
can be benefits to choosing a team. It means 
they’ll have more time to spend with you, 
answer your questions, and provide you with 
necessary services. 

H o w  s h o u l d  r e a l  e s tat e  a g e n t s  w o r k  w i t h  f i r s t-t i m e  h o m e b u y e r s ?

With Emanual Fenech, Buyer’s Specialist

I love working with first-time homebuyers because I enjoy guiding 
them through one of the biggest investments of their life. I take extra 
time and care to explain each step and how they should proceed. 
For instance, many realtors will only ask up-front what a homebuyer 
is looking for. They write down a wish list in stone. But it’s not always 
permanent. It’s a constant listening process. You’re hearing a buyer 

go through what they like and don’t like about a home constantly, and it’s my job to make edits to 
that original wish list. There are usually trade-offs with a home, whether it be an open floor plan or all 
stainless steel appliances. I need to make sure those trade-offs don’t turn into sacrifices. 

First-time homebuyers also struggle with the negotiation process. They find a home they love, and 
they’re not sure how to make their offer competitive to seal the deal. That’s the benefit of having a real 
estate agent working with you. They’re in your corner. I maintain an open dialogue during 
negotiations, and I make suggestions when market data and my expertise become critical assets. 
When homebuyers get to close on their dream home, it’s the best feeling in the world for the realtor. 
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What do people say about us?

The agent: what makes a good one?

Emanuel was great in every aspect of the process. 
He always had my best interest in mind and fought 
for me the best deal. Initially I wasn’t able to view 
the property so he did a video chat walk through 
of the location and pointed out everything I was 
looking for. During the who process he always was a 
phone call away and had a solution for every issue. If 
you’re looking for a great realtor that has your best 
interest in mind choose him!

Rebecca is young and demure but don’t let 
that fool you. She is a wonderful realtor! 
Not only does she do what is expected, but 
she thorough and so willing to go the extra 
mile. We bought from far away and on her 
suggestion she did video walk through, went 
back to measure and even negotiated an   
early moving van entry , leaving her family on 
a Sunday to open the house for us!! I highly 
recommend, Rebecca! As I told her, she is a 
GEM!

Bryan and his staff were excellent. They 
communicated with me from the first step to the 
last. Any questions that I had they answered with 
knowledge and promptness. I highly recommend 
Bryan David to handle the purchase or sale of your 
next home.

Rebbeca was crazy fast at answering any 
question I had. She was very helpful finding 
the perfect house for me and made this 
process bearable. I had alot of problems 
with my lender not answering my phone 
calls so I would call Rebecca and she would 
get what ever question I had for the lender   
answered. I would highly recommend her!

Emanuel is a wealth of knowledge and very patient. Best realtor I have ever had experience with! I 
recommend Emanuel to anyone looking for a first time buy, flip home, or a dream home. He was very 
patient, flexible, and knew the area real well. Every question I had he answered and pointed us in the right 
direction.

An agent is only as good as the service they can provide. The Bryan David Group at Keller 
Williams would like to thank our clients who have taken the time to write a review. With their 
help, we’ve acquired more than 100 five-star review on Zillow.com. 

- Paul Boudreaux

- Marianne Shaffer

- Alex Dominey

- Ann Hughart

- Robin Ishee
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Mortgage Loan Officer Erin Newell, with NOLA Lending Group, said that building a team is really what the home buying 

process comes down to.  “Communication is really the most important part. We make sure to keep everyone included 

in all of the steps; so first-time homebuyers should keep that in mind when they’re looking for a lender and realtor. 

They’re building a team to help them navigate their finances and each and every document,” Newell said.

During your initial consultation with your buyer’s 
specialist, they’ll direct you to what many first-time 
homebuyers consider the “scariest” part of the 
process: pre-approval or pre-qualification. This is 
when lenders review your finances and goals to 
determine how much you can afford. But the lenders 
we spoke with make every step of the process 
as easy as possible for their clients. Senior Loan 
Officer Michael Cobb, with Supreme Lending, said 
that he gets to know his clients before beginning 
the process. 

“I like to get an idea of who they are. I ask them 
how much they know and then will do finances 101. 
After that, we begin checking credit and going 
through the approval process,” Cobb said. 

In accordance with Cobb, Newell said that the job 
of a loan officer is one that also requires you to also 
become a financial advisor. 

“I like to get an idea of who they are first. 
I ask them how much they know, and then 

we will do finances 101. Only after that, we 
begin checking credit and going through the 

approval process.”

T h e  L e n d i n g  P r o c e s s

“You’re taking on a number of roles so that you can 
provide the most information as possible. We look at 
credit history, W-2s, work history, and others,” Newell 
said.

To be specific, you’ll need W-2s, pay stubs, tax re-
turns, checking and savings bank statements, addi-
tional asset statements (like stocks and bonds), cur-
rent landlord contact information and identification. 
Your lender may require other documents depending 
on your specific circumstance.

- Michael Cobb, Supreme Lending
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What lenders are looking for is your DTI, or your 
Debt-to-Income ratio. Before approving a loan or 
mortgage, they need to know how much is needed to 
pay off any existing debt. Otherwise, when thinking 
of what amount you’ll be approved for, you should 
consider Freddie Mae’s four C’s: capacity, capital 
or cash reserves, collateral and credit. Capacity 
is what you are capable of paying monthly and 
annually. Capital or cash reserves are the savings or 
investments you can liquefy to have cash on hand. 
Collateral is the type of property you would like to 
purchase. And lastly, credit.

Perhaps the point that both Newell and Cobb 
stressed was that first-time homebuyers should 
consider their credit score a great deal prior to 
entering this process. Your credit score is critical in 
the home buying process, but you don’t have to 
worry if it’s not perfect. While the options are more 
limited after the financial crisis in 2009, there are still 
opportunities for people with ok credit. Ellie Mae’s 
Home Organization Report stated that more than 
half of approved mortgages had a credit score of 
600-749. 

Additional costs beyond your down payment include 
closing costs, which are settlement fees that cover 
all of the third parties included in your transaction. 
They can be upwards to 2-5% of the purchase price 
of your new home. In this case, it could be the same 
amount required as a down payment with your loan 
or mortgage. We’ll discuss them more in following 
pages. 

“I always tell my clients when they’re approved to 
consider closing costs. Not only that, I tell them not 
to make any big purchases that they would put on 
credit like a car or new furniture until after closing 
day,” Newell said.

This is because lenders must run another finance 
check at closing. If there are issues with the buyers 
financing, the deal is then over. Newell added 
that this rarely happens unless the lender did not 
communicate well to the buyer. 

BDG at Keller Williams would like to thank 
Erin Newell  (NMLS: 457435; enewell@

nolalending.com) and Michael Cobb (NMLS: 
413941; michael.cobb@supremelending.com) 

for contributing to this story. 

FHA Loan

VA Loan

usda Loan

- For first-time homebuyers
- Low down payment - 3-5%

- Active military or veteran
- 0% down options

- Rural development loans
- 0% down options

- Borrow up to $270,000
- Potential for additonal fees

- No mortgage insurance

- Only available in rural areas 
(excludes Gulfport, MS)

Loans for first-time homebuyers

Disclaimer: this information current as of October 2017 and is not guaranteed. Before making any decisions, talk to your lender to find the best option for you. 
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Everyone has a “must-haves” checklist when shopping for 

a new home. Sometimes first-time homebuyers end up 

focusing on vanity issues rather than the overall value of 

the home. Your realtor will be there to help you know if a 

home will be a good investment, but there are a couple of 

aspects you’ll want to keep in mind. 

What do I  look for in a home?

Location year built layout

floors upgrades

Light Paint yard

2 0 1 5



When you’re looking at the tenth home of the day, it 
can be hard to remember exactly what you’re looking 
for when house hunting. Here are a few tips for your 
shopping!

1. Exterior and curb appeal
The front of your home also gives you the first glance at the 
foundation and quality of the build. Be sure to ask your real 
estate agent about when the home was built and if there 
could be any potential structural issues.

2. Size of the rooms
Are they too big or too small? Will your current furniture fit 
the layout? This may seem arbitrary, but the more you want 
to spend on decorating and renovating, the less you may be 
able to spend on the home itself. 

3. Overall layout
Dreaming of a large living room and two dining areas? 
Oftentimes, it’s hard to get everything on your wish list. But 
the flow of the rooms could influence your day-to-day life. 
The layout also influences your ability to entertain if that’s also 
a big part of your life. 

4. Kitchen features
Think of the features that you have currently in your kitchen. 
Do you prefer electric or gas? Is there plenty of storage area? 
Is there enough counter space? These are questions you 
should ask yourself, even in the most updated kitchens.

5. Amount of natural light
Bright rooms appear larger than they really are! Dark rooms 
will not be as welcoming.

6. Check the flooring
If you have pets or childrren, you may want to consider a 
home without carpet. Many homebuyers covet hardwood 
flooring, but tile on the MIssissippi Gulf Coast does well when 
keeping your home cool. 

7. Current paint colors
After spending a great deal of time and effort packing up 
and moving, the last thing you’ll want to do is get straight to 
painting that horrific, bright orange bathroom. If the seller 
spent the time to update the paint, they most likely kept their 
home well-maintained as well. 

8. Know when to compromise
A home may have a beautiful open layout, but it’s missing 
updated appliances. This is an example you’ll come across 
in most of the homes you tour, even the ideal home will 
have its trade-offs. Talk openly about what your highest 
priorities are with your realtor so those trade-offs don’t 
turn into sacrifices.

9The home: what should I look for?



10 The mortgage: in between the lines

m o r t g a g e  p a p e r w o r k !  W h y  i s 
t h e r e  s o  m u c h ?

Click or go to: https://goo.gl/3c13Qm to 
learn more from our informational videos

Why is there so much paperwork mandated by 
lenders for a mortgage loan application when 
buying a home today? It seems that they need 
to know everything about you and require three 
separate sources to validate each and every entry 
on the application form. Many buyers are being 
told by friends and family that the process was 
a hundred times easier when they bought their 
home ten to twenty years ago.
There are two very good reasons that the loan 
process is much more onerous on today’s buyer 
than perhaps any time in history.

1. The government has set new guidelines that 
now demand that the bank prove beyond any 
doubt that you are indeed capable of paying the 
mortgage.
During the run-up to the housing crisis, many 
people ‘qualified’ for mortgages that they could 
never pay back. This led to millions of families 
losing their homes. The government wants to 
make sure this can’t happen again.

2. The banks don’t want to be in the real estate 
business.
Over the last seven years, banks were forced to 
take on the responsibility of liquidating millions 
of foreclosures and also negotiating another 
million+ short sales. The housing crash that 
mandated that banks be extremely strict on 
paperwork requirements also allowed you to get 
a mortgage interest rate around 4%. The friends 
and family who bought homes ten or twenty years 
ago experienced a simpler mortgage application 
process, but also paid a higher interest rate (the 
average 30-year fixed rate mortgage was 8.12% 
in the 1990s and 6.29% in the 2000s).
If you went to the bank and offered to pay 7% 
instead of around 4%, they would probably bend 
over backward to make the process much easier.

Bottom Line
Instead of concentrating on the additional 
paperwork required, let’s be thankful that we are 
able to buy a home at historically low rates.
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How do I  prepare and place an offer?

So you’ve been searching for that perfect house 

to call a ‘home’ and you’ve finally found it! The 

price is right and, in such a competitive market, 

you want to make sure you make a good offer so 

that you can guarantee that your dream of making 

this house yours comes true! There are many 

terms, however, to be negotiated besides price.

Here are the 4 tips they covered along with some 

additional information for your consideration:

1. Remembering How Much You Can Afford
You will also need to know if you are prepared to 

make any repairs that may need to be made to 

the house (ex: new roof, new furnace).

2. Act Fast
The inventory of homes listed for sale has 

remained well below the 6-month supply that is 

needed for a ‘normal’ market. Buyer demand has 

continued to outpace the supply of homes for 

sale, causing buyers to compete with each other 

for their dream home. for their dream home. want 

to make an offer, you work with your agent to 

present it.

3. Make a Solid Offer
Talk with your agent to find out if there are any 

ways that you can make your offer stand out in 

this competitive market!

4. Be Prepared to Negotiate
Your agent will also be key in the negotiation 

process, giving you guidance on the counteroffer 

and making sure that the agreed-to contract terms 

are met.

Bottom Line
Having a local real estate professional who is an 

expert in their market on your side is your best bet 

to make sure the process goes smoothly. 

Learn more about home inspections at www.bryandavidgroup.tv



11 The close: purchasing your home

W h at  s h o u l d  I  e x p e c t  d u r i n g  a  c l o s i n g ?

1Home inspection
Review with realtor

Lender appraisal shop for insurance

underwriting process other inspections

termite inspection

3
5

2
4

6
7

final walkthrough

9

moving preparations8
closing day10

Hire a MS Licensed home inspector, if new 
construction, the inspector must have the New 
Home certification also. The home inspection 
takes 3-4 hours and most inspectors provide 
a lengthy report with lots of photos. Pro Tip - 
Negotiate a re-inspection of the repairs with 
your home inspector in advance.

Review the report with your agent, 
prepare the repair request, and let 
your agent negotiate repairs on 
your behalf.

Lender will order the appraisal which 
can take 5-10 days depending on 
the type of loan. The appraiser will 
complete and provide the appraisal to 
the lender

Shop for insurance and provide the 
information to the lender, we always 
request quotes from several providers 
for our clients to get them started.

You will work with the lender to move 
your loan through the underwriting 
process.

If your home is on a well and/or septic 
these systems may require inspecting 
too. Your agent will ensure it’s done 
properly.

A wood destroying insect inspection, AKA 
a termite inspection, will be done approx 
two weeks before closing. There are 
contingencies in place in the event termites 
or other wood destroying insects are 
discovered.

Your agent will help you 
arrange utilities and plan your 
move.

One or two days prior to closing, you will do a 
final walk through inspection. Have the home 
inspector re-inspect the negotiated repairs. Call 
him out several days early if there are many 
repairs so there is time to readdress in issues and 
to avoid delaying closing.

Time to close, Don’t 
forget your driver’s 
license or other photo ID. 



 The Bryan David Group at Keller Williams is a real estate team specializing 
 in servicing the Mississippi Gulf Coast. Our team of buyer specailists, 

transaction coordinator, listing coordinator and marketing specialists expertly 
guide first-time homebuyers to their dream home. We are proud to be a part  
of Keller Williams, a real estate company defined by a culture of agents who 
care deeply about each other and are committed to having a positive impact 
on their clients and their communities. We are a company that changes lives. 

If you have more questions or concerns, we would love to 
 talk to you! Give Bryan David Group at Keller Williams a 
 call at 228-215-1861 or visit us at our website - 
 www.coasthomesales.com. 

let’s get started




